
As we enter the final term of this academic year, we

would like to congratulate the following students who

have all achieved more than 550 achievement points

so far this year - an outstanding effort!

We look forward to seeing how this leaderboard

develops as the term progresses - aim high, everyone.
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550 ACHIEVEMENT POINTS AND
COUNTING!

HEROES STAMP DESIGN COMPETITION

Duke of Edinburgh season has begun and students had an

amazing day of sunshine to start their training last

weekend. Students participated in camp craft and

navigation work, followed by cooking skills over the two

days. Students and staff in attendance stopped their

activities and fell silent for a minute of reflection at 3pm

ahead of Prince Philip's funeral on Saturday. 

As you will know, the final (we hope) set of

lateral flow tests took place in school this week.  

Ensuring that home tests are completed twice

weekly is vital and additional tests are available

from school reception.

On Monday, the extensive list of extended

schools provision is shared with students.  There

is such an incredible range of clubs, activities,

sports teams and competitions to get involved

with I am sure that there will be something for

everyone.

We will be sharing photographs from these

clubs in next week's newsletter.

Mrs Johnson

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD 
 RESUMES 

Charlotte S 7LN 650                Lara B 8DH 578

Millie B 7HH 578                      Chloe B 7HBL 623

Joshua S 7LN 577                     William S 7AS 614 

Abigail C 11LM 568                   Grace B 7SL 606

Saffron M 8TT 568                    Tommy H 11FT 599

Gracie G 7AS 566                     Jack P 7SFR 597 

Imogen C 11LM 565                  Beatrice C 7AS 588 

Kacey W 11GBR 560                 Will D 8NAZ 585 

Joe K 7SFR 559                         Hannah F 8JL 585

Olga S 11KC 556                        Will H 7HBL 584

Lily F 7SFR 553                          Sophie B 10KMP 583

Maja L 7HH 552                         Ellie R 11CFL 580

Packs are being given out during art

lessons and student entries have to be

returned to Mrs R Johnson, the

curriculum leader for art, by 21st May

2021. 

The art department

have registered our

school for the Royal

Mail's Special

Stamp Competition

and is encouraging

all Year 7 and 8

students to

participate. 

 Launched by the

Prime Minister we

are sure that many

students will want

to show off their

talents and

creativity.



CHECK OUT THE LATEST ONLINE
SAFETY NEWSLETTER
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EGG-CELLENT PARTICIPATION IN
EASTER ONLINE QUIZ

A LOVELY MESSAGE FROM UHNM
NHS TRUST

Following the delivery of more care packs kindly put

together by our students, it was lovely to receive the

following message from the Royal Stoke Hospital: 
"BBHS students have been so generous and
provided comfort packs for our patients on Ward
202 (Chemotherapy). The packs have been very
gratefully received by the patients receiving
treatment for cancer. Especially at this time when
visiting is limited, the packs have bought
positivity to the ward. Thank You"

Year 10 business students have been applying their

knowledge of the design mix to Easter eggs; they have come

up with some fantastic new products. Mrs Pollitt now has the

tough job of judging the work and awarding the winning

team a prize!

YEAR 10 BUSINESS STUDIES
STUDENT DESIGN CHALLENGE

15 teams took on the Easter Quiz challenge virtually.

All rounds were themed around Easter, including

dinosaur eggs from Jurassic Park, David Bowies hit 'Is

there life on Mars' referencing mars bars, and racing

eggs to decide our raffle prize winners.

The results were the closest yet in our virtual quizzes.

Will D's team 'Nerd Immunity' were victorious, and

'Heroes of the Galaxy' won best team name.

Well done to all teams who took part and thank you for

supporting our school event.

Don't forget to check out the April online safety newsletter on

our website.

Two teams from Year 7 and 8 will take part in this fantastic

challenge, which is open to all secondary schools across the

Midlands. Students will have the opportunity to win making-

themed prizes for the school and team. In teams of three,

students will select a question that inspires and motivates

them to create a design solution and create a prototype of

their idea for the future. The climate (in) action challenge will

be led by our Year 11 Environmental Senior Prefects, Tobias

and Georgina. 

CLIMATE (IN) ACTION

LATERAL FLOW TESTS
We have completed an additional

1028 lateral flow tests for students

this week. The DfE continue to

advise that it is vital that staff and

students continue to test twice

weekly in order to identify

asymptomatic cases of COVID-19

and prevent the spread of the virus.

 

So far, 292 prefect nominations have

been made for 112 Year 10 students.

The deadline for nominations is fast

approaching but there is still time!

PREFECTS


